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Abstract 

This paper develops an approach that uses GIS and an unlabeled multinomial logit model to estimate the 

impact bridge facility attributes have on bicycle travel behavior. The data used to estimate the model was 

collected May through October 2011 in Austin, Texas via a GPS-based smartphone application that 

allowed trips to be tracked in real-time. Demographic (age, gender, and cycle frequency) and trip purpose 

information was also collected. Three attributes are analyzed in the model: bridge accessibility to the 

bicycle network, vehicular volume, and bicycle separation from traffic. Accessibility and bicycle 

separation significantly impacted bicyclists’ behavior, especially for female and infrequent bicyclists as 

well as for trips where travel time is not a significant issue. Distance was also analyzed and found to be 

the most significant factor, particularly for time-constrained trips (trips during the peak period and 

commute trips). Distance was less important for recreational trips as well as for female bicyclists.  
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1. Introduction 

Urban population growth, limited right-of-way, out-of-date transportation infrastructure, and 

automobile dependence have caused significant congestion problems in the United States. In response, 

transportation agencies have developed several techniques to promote more environmentally friendly and 

congestion mitigating modes of travel such as the bicycle. Bicycles provide several wide-ranging benefits 

including promoting physical exercise, reducing the risks of chronic diseases, increasing productivity by 

reducing absenteeism, reducing pollution, and effectively increasing the capacity of the transportation 

system (MacDonald, 2007). For these reasons, there has been significant investment in bicycle facilities at 

the local, state, and federal levels across the United States. 

To design and implement bicycle facilities, it is imperative that agencies fully understand the 

behavioral elements underlying bicycle travel patterns. Due to the nature of bicycling, specifically the 

need for physical propulsion and the direct exposure to the environment, bicycle route choice can be more 

complicated and may depend on more influences than automobile route choice. Transportation planners 

cannot assume that bicycle users are solely focused on minimizing their travel time or cost – assumptions 

that are standard practice for vehicular modes.  

This paper focuses on the analysis of bridges and bridge characteristics that are attractive to 

bicyclists. While several others have looked at bicycle facility preferences, this is the first paper to focus 

exclusively on bridges. Bridge facilities are fundamentally different from the rest of the bicycle 

infrastructure network; they act as a funneling system, where paths are constrained to a small handful of 

options. Therefore, bridge facilities (or any constraining sections of the network, e.g., highway crossings) 

are important in bicycle route choice since any improvements and additions to them can have wide-

ranging effects on travel behavior. Construction of bridges is also significantly more costly than 

construction of at-grade road facilities, making them more difficult to retrofit. The objectives of this study 

are threefold:  

1. Contribute to bicycle route choice research using revealed preference data 
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2. Use detailed GPS data to gain insights while avoiding the complications and potential errors of 

matching data to the full network and developing a large-scale network-based route choice model 

3. Identify bridge attributes that are most necessary in making a bridge friendly to bicyclists, 

considering variations across gender, age, and experience 

To these ends, the authors developed a method that uses GIS and an unlabeled multinomial logit 

model of bridge choice based on data collected in the Austin, Texas area using a GPS-based smartphone 

application. Attributes of the bridges are interacted with trip purpose and demographic factors to 

determine important infrastructure characteristics that influence bicyclists’ trip behavior. The remainder 

of the paper discusses the relevant literature, the study methodology, results, and conclusions. 

2. Literature Review 

The majority of bicycle route research has come in the form of stated preference surveys. These 

studies have included such diverse variables as bicycle facility type, age, gender, roadway characteristics, 

household size, traffic volume, and bicycling experience. Stinson and Bhat (2003) conducted a nation-

wide Internet survey with over 3,000 respondents, finding travel time to be the most important factor for 

bicyclists when choosing a route. Bicycle facility type, traffic volume, and the presence of a bicycle 

facility on a bridge were also significant factors. Similar results were found in a study conducted by 

Caulfield et al. (2012). They determined that bicyclists prefer direct routes that minimize travel time, but 

are also affected by facility type and level of separation. A separate study was conducted in the Twin 

Cities where bicyclists were shown ten-second video clips of a facility, taken from a bicyclist’s 

perspective (Tilahun, 2007). Facilities with bicycle lanes were found to most likely convince a bicyclist to 

choose a longer travel time path. A more recent study showed that path width, physical separation from 

traffic and pedestrians, vehicular volume, and curb lane width affect a bicyclist’s perception of a route (Li 

et al., 2012).  

Hunt and Abraham (2007) studied the survey responses of 1,128 participants in Edmonton, 

Canada. Key findings include that sensitivity to trip time varies with facility type and experience level, 
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and secure parking and showers have a positive impact on the attractiveness of bicycling. These results 

are similar to a study conducted by Buehler (2012), which showed that providing bicycle parking, lockers, 

and showers encourage bicycling commutes. It is important to note that stated preference surveys have the 

advantage of allowing for efficient data collection since the same (or similar) hypothetical scenarios can 

be presented to each respondent. However, problems with stated preference surveys are well-documented 

(Bradley, 1988; Murphy et al., 2005), namely that there is not always a direct correspondence between 

one’s stated preference and their actual preference. 

There is limited revealed preference research regarding bicycle travel behavior, especially in the 

United States. Aultman-Hall et al. (1997) analyzed 397 routes used by commuter bicyclists in Guelph, 

Ontario and saw an average deviation of 0.25 miles but found no clear relationship between shortest path 

distance and percent route deviation. Howard and Burns (2001) received 150 responses from bicyclists 

asked to report the route they took on their most recent commute to work. The researchers then compared 

this route to alternative routes optimized for safety, distance, and time. Average actual route length was 

ten percent greater than the length of the shortest route. Of the three alternatives, actual routes most 

closely resembled shortest distance paths. This is similar to the result from Winters et al. (2010), where 75 

percent of trips in the 174 bicyclists sample were within ten-percent of the shortest path distance.  

The authors know of only three bicycle route choice studies that have used GPS data. Menghini et 

al. (2009) analyzed 73,493 bicycle trips made in Zurich, Switzerland, collected via GPS units. Shortest 

path alternative routes were generated for the purpose of building a route choice model. Bicyclists were 

found to prefer direct and marked routes and to avoid steep gradients and signal-controlled intersections. 

Broach et al. (2011) also used bicycle-mounted GPS units to collect multi-day data from 164 bicyclists in 

Portland, Oregon. Key results include commuters are more sensitive to distance and less sensitive to other 

variables, bicycle boulevards and off-street paths were preferable to bicycle lanes, and half of all trips 

were less than 10 percent longer than the shortest path distance. Hood (2010) collected GPS data via the 

smartphone application CycleTracks. 2,777 routes were collected by 366 users. Key results indicate that 

bicyclists prefer routes with fewer turns, women and commuters desire to avoid hills, and infrequent 
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bicyclists have a stronger preference for bicycle lanes. The current study will build on the literature 

discussed here by examining the impacts of distance, bridge characteristics, and user characteristics 

(gender, age, and cycling frequency) on bicycle travel behavior. The study will contribute to the fairly 

new literature on GPS-based data collection by using the CycleTracks application.  

3. Methodology 

To analyze bridge attributes and their influence on bicycle behavior: data was collected and 

cleaned, sample statistics were examined, attributes were defined and quantified, and the model structure 

was determined and explanatory variables created. This section details each of these processes.  

3.1. Data Collection 

Real-time GPS data was collected in the Austin region May through October 2011 via the 

CycleTracks smartphone application. The collection process relied solely on volunteers; no incentives 

were provided for bicyclists to use the application. However, a comprehensive marketing campaign was 

conducted to bring awareness of the study to the bicycle community. CycleTracks allows the user to input 

their age, gender, bicycling frequency (less than monthly, monthly, weekly, or daily), and trip purpose 

(commute, work-related, school, exercise, shopping, social, errand, or other). The application records the 

position and time of the bicyclists via their smartphone GPS capabilities. The GPS data is recorded when 

the user indicates when the trip started and stops recording when the user signifies that the trip has ended. 

More information regarding CycleTracks can be found in Hood (2010).  

Trips were created from GPS data points recorded every few seconds. Points were deleted when: 

(1) GPS satellite accuracy was low, (2) calculated travel speed (based on the current and directly 

preceding GPS point) was greater than 30 mph, or (3) speed was less than 2 mph. Trips were completely 

removed when less than 5 points were collected. The speed constraints were put in place to ensure that 

participants were indeed traveling by bicycle. In total 3,615 trips were recorded by 317 users. Using 

ArcGIS and map-matching, trips using the downtown bridges were extracted from the rest of the data, 

resulting in 550 total bridge trips recorded by 81 users. Of these 81 users, seven did not fill out the 
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demographic section of the application. These observations were dropped, leaving 508 trips by 74 users. 

Also, three trips were of unrealistic travel times (on the order of days). These observations were deleted, 

creating the final sample of 505 trips by 71 users.  

3.2. Sample Statistics 

Three time-related explanatory variables were created from the GPS data: whether the trip 

occurred on a weekday or weekend, whether the trip occurred during the peak period, and whether the trip 

occurred during sunlight hours. The peak period was defined as 7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM to 

6:00 PM. Sunlight hours were assumed to be between 6:00 AM and 9:00 PM for May, June, and July, 

between 7:00 AM and 8:00 PM for August and September, and between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM for 

October These variables along with the other collected data (i.e., demographics and trip purpose type) are 

summarized in Table 1 for the 505 trip sample. 

 The average recorded trip duration is 34 minutes, and the average recorded trip length is 5.3 

miles. The average commute travel time is 32 minutes and the average trip length is 5.8 miles. Other, 

errand, and school trip durations were also similar to these values (31, 39, and 25 minutes, respectively). 

However, their trip distances varied (2.9, 3.7, and 4.4 miles, respectively). The average social trip travel 

time is the shortest among all trip purposes at 22 minutes, while its average trip length is the second 

shortest at 3.3 miles. Exercise trips were by far the longest in duration and length, the average being 55 

minutes and 6.2 miles.    

As shown in Table 1, the majority of bicyclists in the study are male (73 percent). More than half 

of the trips logged (63 percent) were commute trips, which can be explained by the close proximity of the 

bridges to the central business district. Likewise, only four school trips were recorded since major 

producers, like The University of Texas at Austin, are located several miles away. When speaking of 

bicycling for transportation versus recreation, one could combine trip purposes. For example, trip 

purposes defined as commute, errand, work-related, shopping, social, or school could be combined to 

give a picture of bicyclists who are riding for transportation. About 90 percent of the trips recorded were 

for reasons of transportation versus recreation. 
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Table 1   

Summary of sample statistics. 

Characteristic Count Percentage 

Departure Time     

  Weekend 80 16 

  Weekday 425 84 

  

 

    

  Peak 170 34 

  Off-Peak 335 66 

  

 

    

  Dark 72 14 

  Light 433 86 

Trip Purpose     

  Shopping
a
 35 7 

  Exercise 42 8 

  Social 64 13 

  Work-Related
a
 16 3 

  Commute 299 59 

  School
a
 4 1 

  Errand
a
 41 8 

  Other
a
 4 1 

Gender     

  Males 52 73 

  Females 19 27 

Cycle Frequency     

  Less than once a month
a
 1 1 

  Several times per month
a
 8 11 

  Several times per week 29 41 

  Daily 33 47 

Age     

  20 - 30 28 39 

  > 30 - 40 24 34 

  > 40 19 27 
 

a 
Trip purposes and cycle frequencies with limited number of observations and 

similar characteristics were combined together in the model; this is discussed 

fully in later sections. 

 

 Since participation in the study was voluntary and not controlled, self-selection bias is a 

possibility. While the study targeted all bicycling adults (due to restrictions on research studies involving 

human subjects, only adults could be targeted), participants are typically younger; most are ages 20 – 40. 
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While a 2012 Pew Research study showed significant smartphone usage across persons of all income 

levels and races, the CycleTrack application did not collect income and race information so we cannot be 

certain if the study is unbiased across these categorizes (Rainie, 2012). One might hypothesize that 

participants are more likely to be enthusiastic about bicycling and may be more comfortable bicycling in 

traffic. Study participants were significantly more likely to ride at least several times per week, which 

may indicate a bias toward experienced riders.  

It is important to note that the sample size of bicyclists who ride several times per month or less is 

relatively low; only 9 participants are in this group. If cycling frequency is truly a proxy for level of 

expertise as the San Francisco County Transportation Authority staff purported, then the study targeted 

expert bicyclists. This is important to consider when analyzing the results, since the routes selected by 

novice bicyclists (or those who do not cycle frequently) may differ from the routes selected by more 

experienced bicyclists. Also, 66 percent of the trips were made during off-peak periods. This may suggest 

that the sample commuters have flexible schedules or leave for work earlier or later than typical 

automobile users. Overall, the sample statistics compare well with state and national bicyclist data (U.S. 

Department of Transportation, 2002; Alliance for Biking and Walking, 2012).  

3.3. Bridge Attributes 

Three bridge attributes were included in the multinomial logit model: accessibility, vehicular 

volume, and separation from traffic.  

3.3.1.  Accessibility 

The purpose of the accessibility attribute is to measure how easily (in terms of distance and 

comfort) bicyclists can enter and exit from each bridge. If a bridge is not well-connected to the rest of the 

bicycle network or is difficult to reach, one would assume that the bridge would be less attractive 

compared to other, more easily accessible bridges. The City of Austin categorizes its bicycle 

infrastructure network into the following ease of use ratings: high, moderate, and low. High ease of use 

segments contain bicycle lanes or wide curb lanes on higher volume streets. Paved bicycle trails and low 

volume residential streets are also categorized as high ease of use. Moderate ease of use corresponds to 
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low and moderate traffic volume streets or high volume streets with wide outer lanes/shoulders. High 

traffic volume streets with narrow lanes or streets that function as a barrier to bicyclists are low ease of 

use streets. Accessibility was measured by determining the total amount of connected moderate and high 

ease of use network segments within one-half mile of each bridge access point. Essentially, accessibility 

is measured in miles of moderate or higher ease of use segments. Figure 1 shows an example of how 

accessibility was calculated using ArcGIS. 

3.3.2.  Vehicular Volume 

Vehicular volume was included in the model, since several studies have determined volume to be 

an important factor in bicycle travel behavior. The volume attribute is based on directional hourly 

volumes. The numerical value used in the model is the average hourly, directional volume during the time 

period of each observed bicycle trip. Time of day was divided into four periods: AM peak, mid-day off-

peak, PM peak, and night. The hourly volumes were based on data collected during the AM and PM peak 

periods. This data was then aggregated to each time period level using weighted diurnal factors by trip 

purpose. Traffic was assumed to be equally split in each direction during the off-peak periods. 

3.3.3. Traffic Separation 

The third attribute in the multinomial logit model measures the degree to which bicycle users are 

separated from traffic. This was measured by the bicycle/pedestrian pathway width. If separate lane or 

bicycle facilities were not provided on the bridge, the pedestrian sidewalk width was used. Bridge 

attributes are summarized in Table 2. For spatial reference, Figure 2 shows the location of each bridge 

over Lady Bird Lake in downtown Austin. 
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Figure 1.  Calculating bicycle accessibility of bridge using ArcGIS. 

3.3.4.  Multicollinearity among Bridge Attributes 

As shown in Table 2, there is multicollinearity between the attributes. However, the model 

estimation process performed well, and the final specification shown in Table 3 was achieved without 

difficulty. Furthermore, each attribute in the final specification (along with all corresponding interaction 

terms) was removed to create three simplified models. If multicollinearity were an issue, the log-

likelihood values of the simplified models would be similar to the log-likelihood value of the final 

specification – since one variable would be interchangeable with another. Based on chi-squared tests, it 

was obvious this was not the case; each attribute is important and is a unique descriptor for bicycle travel 

behavior. Also based on Akaike information criterion (AIC) values, the final specification shown in Table 

3 is the preferred model when compared to the three simplified models. 

1/2 mile buffer 

Selected high and 

medium ease of 

use segments 

connected to the 

northernmost point 

of bridge 

Northernmost 

point of bridge 
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Table 2   

Bridge attributes. 

Attribute Attribute Description Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 

Accessibility 
Total miles of high/medium ranked 

bicycle infrastructure within 1/2 mile of 

bridge access points. 

10.39 12.38 10.11 9.16 

     

     

     

      

Vehicular Volume Average directional, hourly vehicular 

volume within the specified time period. 

Four time periods were used: AM peak, 

mid-day off-peak, PM peak, and night. 

    

     AM Peak  - Northbound 1087  0 1198 1130 

     AM Peak  - Southbound   433  0   340   272 

     Mid-day Off-Peak - North/Southbound   424  0   407   379 

     PM Peak - Northbound     900  0   549   578 

     PM Peak - Southbound   1011  0 1208 1086 

     Night - North/Southbound       76  0     73     68 

      

Path Width/Separation from Vehicular Traffic Average width of bicycle/pedestrian path 

in feet. 

 3.5  20  15   8 
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Figure 2.  Bridge locations. 

3.4. Model Structure and Explanatory Variables 

 

The multinomial logit model (MNL) was chosen for its simplicity and common use. The authors 

feel that the assumption of independent error terms across individuals and alternatives is tolerable for 

modeling bridge choice decisions. Typical MNL utility functions are in the form: 

               

where   is the index representing bridge choice, and   is the index for the individual.     is the error term, 

which is assumed to be of standard Gumbel distribution.   is the vector of parameters to be estimated. In 

our model, the     matrix contains the bridge attributes and all other individual/trip-specific explanatory 

variables interacted with these attributes. A distance variable was included in the model and was allowed 

to interact with individual/trip-specific variables as well. For each observation, the Euclidean distance 

was calculated from the origin of the trip to the center of each bridge and from the center of each bridge 

to the destination. The distance variable is the summation of these two terms. Since we are using a generic 

alternative approach, there is no ‘base case’ to compare all other alternatives to and no alternative-specific 

constants. 

Alternative 1 

Alternative 2 

Alternative 3 

Alternative 4 

500 ft 
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Before any models were created, several variables had to be grouped together due to limited data. 

Bicyclists who rode less than a month were grouped with bicyclists who ride several times a month to 

create three bicycling frequency variables: monthly, weekly, and daily. Shopping, errand, and other trip 

purposes were grouped into a single variable. School and work-related trips were also grouped together. 

Therefore, the following explanatory variables were included in the model: distance, bicycling frequency 

(monthly used as the base case), age, gender (male as the base), trip purpose (commute trips as the base), 

whether the trip occurred on the weekend, whether the trip occurred during the peak period, and whether 

the trip occurred during dark lighting conditions.  

It is important to note that because we limited the focus of this paper to bridge choice and did not 

estimate a full route choice model, link-based information was not used. This limits several explanatory 

variables from being estimated and their effect on bicycle travel behavior from being analyzed (e.g., 

average slope, number of stop lights, and the number of left turns). Parameters were estimated in 

BIOGEME, a discrete choice software program, using the maximum likelihood method (Bierlaire, 2003).  

4. Results 

This section examines the importance of each bridge attribute and the interaction of these 

attributes with demographic and trip purpose data. First, the coefficients are interpreted, and then 

elasticities are calculated and examined.  

4.1. Unlabeled Multinomial Logit Model 

Table 3 shows the estimated parameters of the MNL model. The coefficient values represent the 

change of an individual’s utility based on a unit change in the corresponding variable. For example, the 

first value of 1.37 can be interpreted as the increase in utility a bicyclist experiences for every increase in 

mile of moderate or high ease of use segments near the bridge access points.   
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Table 3   

Estimated parameters. 

Attribute and Interaction Terms Value t-value 

Accessibility 1.37000 6.22 

  Peak Trips -0.72700 -3.37 

  Weekend Trips -0.39200 -2.74 

  Female Cyclists 0.44200 2.81 

  Daily Cyclists -1.55000 -6.52 

  Weekly Cyclists -1.25000 -5.15 

Volume insignificant 

  Peak Trips -0.00265 -4.91 

  Shopping Trips 0.00195 3.31 

Traffic Separation 0.33500 3.15 

  Low-Light Trips -0.17600 -4.91 

  Shopping Trips 0.07540 2.14 

  Daily Cyclists 0.11700 2.08 

  Weekly Cyclists 0.21900 3.64 

  Age -0.00973 -4.88 

Distance -19.10000 -7.84 

  Peak Trips -4.05000 -2.97 

  Exercise Trips 12.90000 7.59 

  Shopping/Social Trips 10.40000 6.98 

  Female Cyclists 2.03000 2.09 

  Daily Cyclists 2.61000 3.44 

  Age 0.15600 3.49 

 Log-likelihood at equal shares -646.301 

 Log-likelihood at convergence -350.656 

 

4.1.1.  Accessibility 

 

As shown in Table 3, accessibility is an important factor in a bicyclist’s bridge choice decision. 

As bridge accessibility increases, the attractiveness of that bridge increases. Accessibility is less important 

for high frequency cyclists than monthly users. This is also true for bicyclists taking trips during the peak 

period (compared to off-peak periods). Female users place a higher importance on accessibility than 

males. Also, bicyclists taking weekend trips are less inclined toward accessibility than weekday users. 

This may be due to lower volumes during the weekend, making lower ease of use segments more 

tolerable and comfortable. Essentially, accessibility is a major factor for more comfort-value users 
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(females and less experienced bicyclists). It is less important for time-stressed trips and less important 

during low volume periods due to increased comfort on low ease of use segments.  

4.1.2.  Volume 

Overall, vehicular bridge volume has no influence on bicycle travel behavior during off-peak 

periods, after traffic separation and other factors are accounted for. However, during high volume periods 

(the AM and PM peak), bicyclists are more attracted to low volume bridges. Based on our results, 

bicyclists are more inclined toward higher traffic bridges when conducting shopping trips. The authors 

believe this is due to the distribution of major shopping centers in downtown Austin. The majority of 

shopping trips are being taken via Alternative 3 and Alternative 4, which are high volume bridges. These 

bridges also provide greater traffic separation. 

4.1.3.  Traffic Separation 

The physical separation of bicycle and vehicular traffic significantly impacts a bicyclist’s bridge 

choice; bicyclists are attracted to bridges with more traffic separation. Surprisingly, high frequency users 

are even more inclined toward traffic separation than monthly users. This may be due to inexperienced 

bicyclists solely focusing on origin to destination travel (without deviating from standard routes to more 

separated routes with only marginal increases in travel time). Bicyclists traveling during night and early 

morning hours place less importance on traffic separation. This is most likely related to the low traffic 

volume during those time periods, indirectly making path width less important.  

4.1.4.  Distance 

As shown in Table 3, distance is the most significant factor in a bicyclist’s trip decision. Users 

place less importance on distance when conducting recreational type trips (i.e., exercise, shopping, and 

social trips) and off-peak trips compared to commutes and trips made during the peak period. This makes 

intuitive sense; users are willing to sacrifice comfort for travel time during commute trips due to its time-

constrained nature. Female bicyclists place less importance on distance than males, suggesting that 

females choose more comfortable routes while increasing  their  travel time. This is also true for more 
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experienced riders. Essentially, distance is a major factor affecting bicycle travel behavior, especially 

when trips are time-constrained.  

4.2. Elasticity Effects 

Table 4 shows the elasticity effects of the accessibility and traffic separation attributes; vehicular 

traffic was insignificant. The values presented in the table correspond to the percent change in probability 

of choosing each alternative due to a one percent change in the alternative’s attribute. The value and 

measurement unit of each attribute is important for comparison. For example, a one percent change in 

Alternative 2’s accessibility measure is approximately 650 feet of moderate or higher ease of use 

segments, while a one percent change in traffic separation is roughly 3 inches. Therefore, an increase of 

approximately 3 inches in Alternative 1’s traffic separation would result in a 1.022% increase in the 

probability of using Alternative 1. The result of the IID assumption required for the multinomial logit 

model can be seen in Table 4; the percent draw from changes made to an alternative’s attribute is the 

same across the alternatives.  

 

Table 4   

Attribute elasticities. 

Accessibility Traffic Separation 

 
Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4  Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4 

Alt. 1 12.428 -1.836 -1.836 -1.836  1.022 -0.151 -0.151 -0.151 

Alt. 2 -7.539 9.456 -7.539 -7.539  -2.972 3.728 -2.972 -2.972 

Alt. 3 -3.191 -3.191 10.701 -3.191  -1.154 -1.154 3.871 -1.154 

Alt. 4 -2.490 -2.490 -2.490 10.087  -0.531 -0.531 -0.531 2.149 

 

 

As shown in Table 4, changes to bridge accessibility have a much greater impact on bicycle travel 

behavior than changes to vehicle and bicycle separation. This observation is important to bridge facility 

designers and transportation planning agencies. It is costly or may nearly be impossible to alter bridge 

facilities once they have been built. However, providing direct and comfortable access to the bridge will 

attract bicyclists (i.e., will have a greater impact on bicycle travel patterns than an equivalent change to 

traffic separation). This is especially true for Alternative 1. Compared to the other alternatives, 
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accessibility changes to Alternative 1 will have a much higher impact than equivalent traffic separation 

changes (over twelve times the impact for Alternative 1 versus two to five times the impact for the other 

alternatives). Also, modifications to Alternative 2 will have the greatest influence on bicycle travel 

behavior. These results can be applied to a variety of scenarios – essentially where flow is restricted to 

critical links that are close in proximity. For example, one can analyze parallel bridges over major 

interstates or highways using the same presented methodology – a scenario that is present in nearly every 

major city.  

5. Conclusion 

This paper developed an unlabeled multinomial logit model for bicycle bridge choice decisions 

based on GPS data gathered in Austin, Texas. By limiting our focus to bridge facilities, we avoided the 

difficult task of and potential errors associated with generating the feasible path set for each recorded 

observation. We also examined the impact of bridge facility attributes on bicyclists’ behavior at a much 

more detailed level than previous studies. Of the three inspected attributes, bridge accessibility and traffic 

separation were found to significantly influence bicycle travel behavior. Bicyclists are attracted to bridges 

that are easily and comfortably accessible via the current bicycle network. This is especially true for 

infrequent and female cyclists. Bicyclists are also more inclined toward bridges with adequate separation 

from vehicular traffic. Daily and weekly users are particularly predisposed to physical separation. 

Vehicular bridge traffic was insignificant except during the peak period.  

 Bridge choice plays a significant role in bicyclists’ route choice decisions. Bridge facilities act as 

funneling systems, constraining paths to limited network segments. Also, bridge facilities are difficult to 

modify once constructed, have a much longer design life than typical bicycle infrastructure, and are 

expensive. Therefore, integrating detailed bridge characteristics with true bicycle route choice models 

would be extremely beneficial to transportation planning agencies. In the future, the authors would like to 

expand this research to include more bridges and a larger sample size, so other attributes, such as vehicle 

speed and bridge attractiveness, can be studied.  
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